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Elements with high multiplicative order are often needed in several applications that use finite 
fields [11]. Ideally we want to have a possibility to obtain a primitive element for any finite field. 
However, if we have no the factorization of the order of finite field multiplicative group, it is not 
known how to rich the goal. That is why one considers less ambitious question: to find an element 
with provable high order. It is sufficient in this case to obtain a lower bound on the order. The 
problem is considered both for general and special finite fields [1,3,7, 12,13]. 
Another less ambitious, but supposedly more important question is to find primitive elements 
for a class of special finite fields. A polynomial algorithm that find a primitive element in finite 
field of small characteristic is described in [8]. However, the algorithm relies on two unproved 
assumptions and is not supported by any computational example. Our paper can be considered as a 
step towards this direction. We give a lower bound on multiplicative order of some elements in 
binary recursive extensions of finite fields defined by Conway [4,5,14] and also formulate a 
condition under that these elements are primitive. qF  denotes finite field with q  elements. More 
precisely, we consider the following finite fields: 
11 =−c , 2121 )( FcFL == −− ; 
for 1−≥i , )( 11 ++ = iii cLL , where 1+ic  satisfies the equation 0
1
1
2
1 =++ ∏
−=
++
i
j
jii ccc . 
So, the following tower of finite fields of characteristic two arises: 
...)()()()( 2121010202121 ⊂=⊂=⊂=⊂== −− cLLcLLcFLFcFL  
Such construction is very attractive from point of view of applications, since one can perform 
operations with finite field elements recursively, and therefore effectively [9]. 
It is easy to verify directly the following facts: element 0c  is primitive in 0L , and element 
1c  is primitive in 1L . On the other hand, H. Lenstra [10, exercise 2] showed: if 2≥i , then element 
ic  is not primitive in iL . Some primitive elements for the fields 2L , 3L , 4L  are found in [2]. 
Therefore, for 2≥i , the following questions arise: 1) give a lower bound on the multiplicative 
order )( icO  of element ic ; 2) what elements are primitive in the fields iK . We answer partially the 
questions in theorems 3, 4 and corollaries 2, 3, 4, 5. 
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1. Preliminaries 
 
Point out that, for 0≥i , the number of elements of the multiplicative group }0{\* ii LL =  
equals to 12
12
−
+i
. If to denote the Fermat numbers 122 +=
j
jN  ( 0≥j ), then the cardinality of *iL  
equals to ∏
=
i
j
jN
0
. We use for 0≥k  the denotation ∏
=
=
k
j
jk ca
0
. ),( ba  denotes the greatest common 
divisor of the numbers a  and b . ba |  means that a  divides b . 
 
Lemma 1 [6 , section 1.3]. For 1≥i , 2
1
0
+= ∏−
=
i
j
ji NN . 
 
Lemma 2 [6 , section 1.3]. Any two Fermat numbers are coprime. 
 
Lemma 3. For 2≥j , a divisor 1>α  of the number jN  is of the form 12 2 +⋅= +jlα , where l  is a 
positive integer. 
Proof. The result obtained by Euler and Lucas (see [6 , theorem 1.3.5]) states: for 2≥j , a prime 
divisor of the number jN  is of the form 12
2 +⋅ +jl , where l  is a positive integer. Clearly a product 
of two numbers of the specified form is a number of the same form. Hence, the result follows.   
 
Lemma 4. For 2≥i , 1),1( =+ ji NN  for 11 −≤≤ ij . 
Proof. According to lemma 1, 31
1
0
+=+ ∏
−
=
i
j
ji NN . Common divisor of numbers 1+iN  and ∏
−
=
1
0
i
j
jN  
divides their difference that equals to 3. As 30 =N , we have 3),1(
1
0
=+ ∏−
=
i
j
ji NN . Since, according 
to lemma 2, numbers jN  are coprime, 1),1( =+ ji NN  for 2≥i  and 11 −≤≤ ij .  
 
Lemma 5. For 1≥i , the equalities 
1)( −= iNi ac i      (1) 
and 
1
1)()( +−= ii NiNi aa .    (2) 
are true. 
Proof. Show first that (1) holds. Indeed, note that ic  is a root of the equation 012 =++ −iaxx  over 
the field 1−iL . One can verify directly, that 1+ic  is also a root of this equation. Then ic  and 1+ic  
are conjugates [11] over iFLi 221 =− , that is 1)(
22 += ii cc
i
. Therefore, 1
12 )1()( 2
−
+
=+= iiii accc
i
, and 
the equality (1) is true. Applying (1), we obtain 111 )()()( +−− == iii NiNiiNi aaca . Hence, (2) is true as 
well.   
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 If ju  is a sequence of integers and ts > , then we consider below the empty product 
1=∏
=
t
sj
ju . 
Lemma 6. For 0≥k , the following equalities are true 
∏
=
∏
=
−
=
−
+
−−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
i ac
10
)1(
1)()(     (3) 
and 
∏
=
∏
=
−
=
−
+
−−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
i aa
00
)1(
1)()(     (4) 
for ki > . 
Proof. We will prove this by induction on k . For 0=k  (and for 1≥i ) we have the equalities (1) 
and (2). 
 Assume the equalities (3) and (4) hold for 1−k , that is 
)1(
1)1(
1
1
1
0 )()(
+
−−−
∏
=
∏ −
=
−
−
=
−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
i ac     (5) 
and 
)1(
1)1(
1
0
1
0 )()(
+
−−−
∏
=
∏ −
=
−
−
=
−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
i aa .    (6) 
Show first that (3) is also true for k . Indeed, applying (5) and (2), we obtain 
( ) )1(1)1( 1
1
1
1
00 )()()()(
+
−−
+
−
∏
=
∏
=









 ∏
=
∏
=
−
−
=
−
−
−−
=
−
=
−
k
j
ji
k
j
jiki
kik
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
NN
ki
N
N
i
N
i aacc .  
Show now that (4) is also true for k . Really, applying (6) and (2), we obtain 
( ) ∏=∏=









 ∏
=
∏
=
−
−
=
−
−
−−
=
−
=
−
+
−−
+
−
k
j
ji
k
j
jiki
kik
j
ki
k
j
ki N
ki
NN
ki
N
N
i
N
i aaaa
0
1
0
1
00
)1(
1
)1( )()()()( .  
 
Lemma 7. Let LK ⊂  be a tower of fields. Let KLx \∈  and m  be the smallest positive integer, 
satisfying the condition Kxm ∈ . If Kxn ∈  for a positive integer n , then nm | . 
Proof. One can write vumn += , where mv <≤0 . Then vumn xxx ⋅= )( , and, therefore, Kxv ∈ . As 
m  is the smallest positive integer with the condition mx K∈  and v m< , we have 0=v , and the 
result follows.  
 
Lemma 8. For 1≥u , if 1)( −∈ ulu Lc , where l  is a positive integer, then 1),( >uNl . 
Proof. The equality (1) gives 11)( −− ∈= uuNu Lac u . According to lemma 7, if d  is the smallest 
positive integer with 1)( −∈ udu Lc , then uNd |  and ld | . Clearly 1>d . Therefore 1),( >≥ dNl u .  
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Lemma 9. Let 21 LL ⊂  be a tower of fields and *2Lb ∈ . Let *1Lab r ∈=  and r  be the smallest 
positive integer with *1Lb r ∈ . Then )()( aOrbO ⋅= . 
Proof. As *1)( 1 Lb bO ∈= , one has rbO ≥)( . Write tsrbO +=)( , where Ns ∈  and rt <≤0 . Then 
tstsrbO babb === +)(1 . 
Hence, *1Lab st ∈= − . By definition of r , it is possible only for 0=t . We have 1=
sa , )(aOs ≥  and 
)()( aOrsrbO ⋅≥= . From the other side, 1)()( ==⋅ aOaOr ab , and therefore )()( aOrbO ⋅= .  
 
Theorem 1. For 2≥i , 21 \)( 0 −−−−∈
∏
=
−
kiki
N
i LLc
k
j
ji
 for 10 −≤≤ ik . 
Proof. Applying equality (3), one obtains 
∏∏
=
∏
=
−
=
−
=
−
+
−−
+
−−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
ki
N
i acc
110
)1(
2
)1(
1 )()()( .   (7) 
Obviously 1
)1(
1
1)(
−−
+
−−
∈
∏
=
−
ki
N
ki Lc
k
j
ji
 and 2
)1(
2
1)(
−−
+
−−
∈
∏
=
−
ki
N
ki La
k
j
ji
. Hence, the product on the right hand 
of equality (7) belongs to 1−−kiL . For kj ≤≤1 , according to lemma 4, 1),1( 1 =+ −−− kiji NN  and 
1),)1(( 1
1
=+
−−
=
−∏ ki
k
j
ji NN . Then, by lemma 8, 2
)1(
1
1)(
−−
+
−−
∉
∏
=
−
ki
N
ki Lc
k
j
ji
. Therefore, the element 
∏∏
=
−
=
−
+
−−
+
−−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
ki ac
11
)1(
2
)1(
1 )()(  does not belong to 2−−kiL .  
 
Theorem 2. For 2≥i , 21 \)( 0 −−−−∈
∏
=
−
kiki
N
i LLa
k
j
ji
 for 10 −≤≤ ik . 
Proof. Applying equality (4), we have 
∏∏
=
∏
=
−
=
−
=
−
+
−−
+
−−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
ki
N
i aca
000
)1(
2
)1(
1 )()()( .   (8) 
Obviously 1
)1(
1
0)(
−−
+
−−
∈
∏
=
−
ki
N
ki Lc
k
j
ji
 and 2
)1(
2
0)(
−−
+
−−
∈
∏
=
−
ki
N
ki La
k
j
ji
. Hence, the product on the right hand 
of the equality (8) belongs to 1−−kiL . For kj ≤≤0 , according to lemma 4, 1),1( 1 =+ −−− kiji NN  and 
1),)1(( 1
0
=+
−−
=
−∏ ki
k
j
ji NN . So, by lemma 8, 2
)1(
1
0)(
−−
+
−−
∉
∏
=
−
ki
N
ki Lc
k
j
ji
. Hence, the element 
∏∏
=
−
=
−
+
−−
+
−−
k
j
ji
k
j
ji N
ki
N
ki ac
00
)1(
2
)1(
1 )()(  does not belong to 2−−kiL .  
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2. Lower bound on multiplicative orders of elements 
 
 We give in this section in corollary 2 a lower bound on multiplicative order of elements ic , 
ia  and also formulate in corollary 3 a condition under that these elements are primitive. 
 
Theorem 3. For 2≥i , the following statements hold: 
(a) ∏
=
=
i
j
jicO
1
)( α , where jj N|α , 1>jα ; 
(b) ∏
=
=
i
j
jiaO
1
)( β , where jj N|β , 1>jβ . 
Proof. (a) Define recursively the sequence ii 1,...,αα  of positive integers as follows. iα  is the 
smallest integer satisfying the condition 1)( −∈ ii Lc iα . If iα ,…, ji−α , where 20 −≤≤ ij , are already 
known, then 1−− jiα  is the smallest positive integer such that the condition 
2
1}){(
−−
∈
∏
−−−=
jii Lc ji
i
jik
k
α
α
 
holds. 
Since the cardinality of the group *iL  equals to ∏
=
i
j
jN
0
 and the cardinality of the group * 1−iL  
equals to ∏−
=
1
0
i
j
jN , we have that the number of elements of the factor-group 
*
1
* /
−ii LL  equals to iN . If 
d  is the coset of ic  in the factor-group, then )(dOi =α  and as a consequence of Lagrange’s 
theorem for finite groups ii N|α . Clearly, 1>iα . 21 \)( −−∈ iii LLc iα , because according to theorem 2 
21 \)( −−∈ iiNi LLc i . Indeed, if to suppose 2)( −∈ ii Lc iα , then 2/ )(])[( −∈= iNiNi Lcc iiii αα  - a 
contradiction. According to lemma 9, ))(()( iiii cOcO αα= . 
 Analogously to the previous, one can show in the case of finding 1−− jiα  that 11 | −−−− jiji Nα  
( 11 >−− jiα ) and 32 \}){( 1 −−−−∈
∏
−−−=
−
jijii LLc ji
i
jik
ki
α
α
. According to lemma 9, 
))(())(( 1...1... −−−− −−= jijiijii ijii cOcO ααααα α . 
 Since, according to (3),  
1))(()(
2
11
1
0
)1(
1
0 =
∏
=
∏
−
=
−
−
=
−
+
+
i
j
ji
i
j
ji N
N
N
i ac , 
one obtains ∏−
=
−
1
0
|)(
i
j
jii NcO , and 1...)( αα iicO = . 
(b) The proof is analogues to the previous one, using theorem 2 instead of theorem 1.   
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Corollary 1. For 2≥i , )()( 00 ii cONccO =  and )()( 00 ii aONaaO = . 
Proof. Note that 00 )( NcO = . Since, according to theorem 3, )( icO  divides ∏
=
i
j
jN
1
, and lemma 2 
gives ∏
=
=
i
j
j NN
1
0 1),( , we have 1))(),(( 0 =cOcO i . Then )()()( 00 cOcOccO ii = , and the result for 
0cci  follows. The proof for 00 caaa ii =  is analogous.  
 
Corollary 2. The multiplicative order of the element ic  and the element ia  equals to ∏
=
i
j
jN
1
 for 
42 ≤≤ i  and is at least ∏∏
=
+
=
+⋅
i
j
j
j
jN
5
2
4
1
)12(  for 5≥i . 
Proof. Consider the formulas for the multiplicative order of ic  and ia  given in theorem 3. It is 
known that for 41 ≤≤ j  the Fermat numbers 51 =N , 172 =N , 2573 =N , 655374 =N  are prime 
[6, table 1.3]. Therefore, jjj N== βα  for 41 ≤≤ j . According to lemma 3, for 5≥j , 
12, 2 +≥ +jjj βα .  
 
Theorem 4. Let 5≥i . For ij ≤≤5 , if jj N=α  is the smallest positive integer satisfying the 
condition 1)( −∈ jj Lc jα , then ∏
=
==
i
j
jii NcOaO
1
)()( . 
Proof. For element ia  the proof is by induction on 5≥i . Note that jα  is the smallest positive 
integer with 1)( −∈ jj Lc jα  iff jα  is the smallest positive integer with 1)( −∈ jj La jα . 
 For 5=i  we have from equality (2) 145 55 )()( += NN aa . Then, according to lemma 9, 
))(()( 1455 5 += NaONaO . We have ∏
=
=
4
1
4 )(
j
jNaO  by corollary 2 and 1),1(
4
1
5 =+ ∏
=j
jNN  by lemma 
4. Now use the well known fact that raising an element of a group to a power relatively prime to its 
order does not change the order. One obtains )())(( 414 5 aOaO N =+  and ∏
=
=
5
1
5)(
j
jNaO . 
Assume the statement of the theorem is true for 1−i . For i  we have from equality (2) 
1
1)()( +−= ii NiNi aa . Then, according to lemma 9, ))(()( 11 +−= iNiii aONaO . As ∏
−
=
−
=
1
1
1)(
i
j
ji NaO  by 
induction assumption and 1),1(
1
1
=+ ∏−
=
i
j
ji NN  by lemma 4, one has, analogously to the previous, 
)())(( 111 −+− = iNi aOaO i  and ∏
=
=
i
j
ji NaO
1
)( . 
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To complete the proof note that, according to equality (1) and lemma 9, 
)()()( 1 iiii aOaONcO == − .  
 
 Remark that, if the condition of theorem 4 is true, then one has the following chain of cyclic 
subgroups: 
12211 ... aacacac iiii ⊃=⊃⊃=⊃= −− . 
At the same time 11 ca ≠ , because 15)( 1 =cO , 5)()( 011 == ccOaO . 
 
 As a consequence of theorem 4 and corollary 1, one has the following corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let 5≥i . For ij ≤≤5 , if jj N=α  is the smallest positive integer with 1)( −∈ jj Lc jα , 
then 0cci  and 0aai  is primitive. 
Proof. Since ∏
=
==
i
j
jii NaaOccO
0
00 )()( , the result follows.  
 
Theorem 5. For 115 ≤≤ j , the number jj N=α  is the smallest positive integer with 1)( −∈ jj Lc jα . 
Proof. For 115 ≤≤ j , the Fermat numbers are completely factored into primes [6]. Correspondent 
factorizations and connected with them results of verification are given below. Note that to prove 
the fact: jN  is the smallest positive integer with 1)( −∈ jj Lc jα , it is enough to verify 1/ −∉ jpNj Lc j  for 
any prime divisor p  of jN . Really, if element jc  in the power pN j /  does not belong to 1−jL , then 
element jc  in the power of any divisor )/( pqN j  of pN j /  does not belong to 1−jL  as well. 
For 5=j , one has the factorization 6700417 · 6415 =N . According to equality (1), 
4012345
5)( Lcccccc N ∈= . We have verified that 55 N=α  is the smallest positive integer with 
45
5)( Lc ∈α . 
For 6=j , one has the factorization 07216728042131 · 2741776 =N . According to equality 
(1), 50123456 6)( Lccccccc N ∈= . We have verified that 66 N=α  is the smallest positive integer with 
56
6)( Lc ∈α . 
For 7=j  one has the factorization 2168512905475704689200 · 749721759649589127 =N . 
According to equality (1), 601234567 7)( Lcccccccc N ∈= . We have verified that 77 N=α  is the 
smallest positive integer with 67 7)( Lc ∈α . 
For 8=j , one has the factorization 628 P · 5528971238926361=N , where P62 is a prime with 
62 decimal digits, 
P62=93461639715357977769163558199606896584051237541638188580280321. 
According to equality (1), 701234567N8 8)( Lccccccccc ∈= . We have verified that 88 N=α  is the 
smallest positive integer with 78 8)( Lc ∈α . 
For 9=j , one has the factorization 
999 P · 3663426570454918783373957362064788420837455602825 · 2424833=N , where P99 is a 
prime number with 99 decimal digits, 
 8 
P99=741640062627530801524787141901937474059940781097519023905821316144415759504
705008092818711693940737. 
According to equality (1), 80123456789 9)( Lcccccccccc N ∈= . We have verified that 99 N=α  is the 
smallest positive integer with 89 9)( Lc ∈α . 
For 10=j , one has the factorization 
25210 P · 6778192897645607430722001854324659775785 · 6487031809 · 45592577=N , where P252 
is a prime with 252 decimal digits, 
P252=1304398744054881897274847687965099039466085308416118921868952957768324162514
71863574140227977573104895898783928842923844831149032913798729088601617946094119
44901059590671013053190617101835449160961919391248853811608071229967232280621782
0753127014424577. 
According to equality (1), 9012345678910 10)( Lccccccccccc N ∈= . We have verified that 1010 N=α  is the 
smallest positive integer with 910 10)( Lc ∈α . 
For 11=j , one has the factorization 
56411 P · 1344583392053560841906 · 741760475131679885563 · 974849 · 319489=N , where P564 is a 
prime with 564 decimal digits, 
P564=1734624471791475554302589708643097783774218447236640846493470190613635791928
79108857591038330408837177983810868451546421940712978306134189864280826014542758
70858924387368556397311894886939915854550661114742021613255701726056413939436694
57932209686651089596854827053880726458285541519364019124649311825460928798157330
57795573358504982279280090942872567591518912118622751714319229788100979251036035
49691727991266352735878323664719315477709142774537703829458491891759032511093938
13224860442985739716507110592444621775425407069130470346646436034913824417233065
98834177. 
According to equality (1), 1001234567891011 11)( Lcccccccccccc N ∈= . We have verified that 1111 N=α  is 
the smallest positive integer with 1011 11)( Lc ∈α .  
 
Corollary 4. For 112 ≤≤ i , the multiplicative order of element ic  and element ia  equals to ∏
=
i
j
jN
1
. 
Proof. The case 42 ≤≤ i  follows from corollary 2. The case 115 ≤≤ i  follows from theorem 4 and 
theorem 5.  
 
As a consequence of corollary 1 and corollary 4, one has the following corollary. 
Corollary 5. For 112 ≤≤ i , the element 0cci  and the element 0aai  is primitive. 
 
 Consider at the end of the paper the following example concerning with the multiplicative 
group of the field 2K . We have 85175)( 2 =⋅=cO . The element 02cc  is primitive in the field, i.e. 
2551753)( 02 =⋅⋅=ccO . Take also the element 112 ++ cc . Since 5212 )(1 ccc =++ , we obtain 
17))1(( 12 =++ ccO . 
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